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,The following letter addressed to Percy
McGraw Mann and written by Frank E.
Greene throws further light on the subject
of Perf P's. It is quoted in its entirety as it
represents an important link in the "correct"
story of the Perf P's:
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone,
May 31,1915
Mr. Percy McGraw Mann,
1708 North 18th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sir:
With reference to the Canal Zone uOffi_
cial" stamps which I mentioned in my last
letter, I am now able to give more infor,mation.
It seems that the Panama Railroad Commissary Department had purchased 2. Cummin's hand perforator
to perforate
the
stamps used by tlle Company and shortly
after the machine was received, the Railroad was given the franking privilege which
rendered their machine useless. The Director
of Posts received a letter from the Depot
Quarterniaster
asking if he could use and
in reply stated that he iliought it might be
used to perforate the stamps used on official
business if the letters P. R. R. (which consisted of a large P flanked by small capital
rs like this rPr) could be changed to up C".
The Depot Quartermaster informed him that
this could not be done but that the Rs
could be removed, leaving the P. Upon receipt of this advice the Director of Posts
sent a memo to the Executive Secretary
under date of January 7th, suggesting that
the machine be used after the Rs had been
removed. This suggestion was approved and
the machine was sent to the shops. After
alterations had been made, the machine
was turned over to the Storekeeper at Balboa for the purpose of perforating
ilie
stamps on hand and also stamps iliat might
be received in the future.
(Continued on page 14)

Study Group Auction No. 2
Remember to send your material for
our second auction sale by registered
mail to Richard H. Salz, 60 27th Avenue,
San Francisco, Calif. 94121. It must be
received before July 31, 1973.

New Postal Stationery Errors
By Gilbert N. Plass
Two major postal stationery errors can be reported for the first time. The first one occurs on Scott No. UX8. This postal card has an interesting history. After the abrogation
of the Taft agreement the United States overprints were issued en July 1, 1924. This included l¢ and 2<~stamped envelopes and a l¢ postal card. The postal authorities had
great difficulties with the U. S. overprinted envelopes as the gummed flaps were not made
for the tropics and stuck together. Thus it was decided to have the Panlma Press in Mount
Hope print envelopes with an ungummed
back with information about the time and
flap. They used a design printed in two
parts: a light background
composed of
place of a lodge meeting. The exact time
various ornamental figures over which was
and place was indicated by a punch through
printed in a separate operation a design
the card. Both the error card and the norwith the seal of the Canal Zone.
mal card above it were similiarly punched,
H was decided also to print the 1¢ postal
but never mailed. This unique card was sold
cards locally with the same design. The
at the 1973 Siegel Rarity Sale for $850,
Ivlmmt Hope press p~inted 25,000 of them
\v],j·:·h is tJ1~ hi6~-::e$t price ever paid- for- a
in November 1924. The locally printed ensingle Canal Zone postal station3ry item.
velopes were reprinted many times and
The second new error is shO\yn in Figwere used for eight years. On the other
ure 2 through the courtesy of J ames Brumhand the locally printed postal cards were
baugh. It is a complete double surcharge of
considered a failure, since the cost was exthe imprint added by the Panama Canal
ceptionally high and the product was poor.
Press to make Scott No. UC5, the 3¢ plus
The card is printed on a low grade buff
5<; air mail envelope. The second surcharge
paper with many flaws. Only one printing
is not inked as fully as nomlal.
of 25,000 was made and a new issue of
U.S. overprinted cards was placed on sale
in May 1925.
The newly discovered error is shown on
the right of Figure 1, which has a normal copy on the left. This card received

o

VtA AIR MAIL
Figure

2.

No. UC5. Double

surcharge.

Maurice H. Thatcher
Figure 1.

No. UX8. Normal on left. Background only on right.

only the background and did not receive
ilie second printing of ilie seal design
together with the wording across ilie center
of the card. This card was found by Robert
Siegel in a lot of No. UX8 cards sent to
his firm. They had all been printed on the
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Richard Salz reports that Maurice H.
Thatcher, once govern:>r of the Canal Zone,
died on Jan. 7, 1973. He was 102 years
old. Thatcher was the last surviv'ng member of the Isthmian Canal Commission
which supervised construction of the Panama Canal. He served on the Commission
from 1910 to 1913. Later he was appointed
governor of the Canal Zone.
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The Canal Zone Study Group

Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
By Gilbert N. Plass
from page 4 of lad issue.)
Again we wish to thank all those who have sent in additional varieties for inclusion
in our detailed check list and those who have pointed out errors or suggested improvements.
Please continue to carefully check this list against your collection so that we may have as
complete a list as possible for our Canal Zone handbook. You will want to see the varieties
in your collection listed here. Work continues on the handbook and we estimate that 37%
of the manuscript is completed. Future issues of this check list will contain lists of the precancels, Christmas seals, revenues, postal stationery, and Nos. 1 to 30.
(Continued

No. C6PI
Unmounted large die proof in normal color on India paper.

(1)

No. C7PI
Large die proof in normal color on India paper.

(1)

No. C8PI
Large die proof in normal color on India paper. One example is unmounted, while the other
is mounted on card. (2)
.

No. Cl3PI
Large die proof in normal color on India paper.

(1)

No. Cl5TC
Large trial color die proof in scarlet on India paper.

(1)

No. Cl5P2
Small die proof in normal color on India paper.

(2)

No. Cl6PI
Large die proof in normal color on glossy finish coated white card with number 593298 on
front. (1)

No. C16P2

Auctions
A number of different auction sales offered a sigpjncant anl0~n.t of Canal Zone
material during the past quarter. Prices
continue firm with the better major numbers as well as the better errors and varieties selling near or even over full catalogue. We are going to try a new fonnat
for our column and go through the Canal
Zone listing in the order of the Scott catalogue. We have selected just a few of the
more important realizations of the quarter.
We list first the Scott catalogue number,
followed by the price realized and in parenthesis the catalogue price as listed in the
auction catalogue. The nanle of the auctioneer is given in parenthesis. All items
are unused unless mentioned otherwise. All
prices have been rounded to the nearest
dollar.
Numbers 1-3 unused sold slightly under
to full catalogue (Mozian, Siegel, Apfelbaum) and at over catalogue on cover
(Mozian); Nos. 4-8, $80 ($91) (Mozian);
No. 12b, $15 ($14) (Mozian); No. 13,
block of 4, $26 ($17) (Mozian); No. 15,
$575 ($550) (Siegel); No. 23c, $105 ($75)
( Siegel); No. 32c, $65 ($55) (Mozian);
No. 39d, $27 ($25) (Mozian); No. 39g,
$85 ($75) (Siegel).
No. 46, pair on cover, $105 ($100)
(Heiman); No. 54, $28 ($18) (Mozian);
No. 54, block of 4, $100 ($75) (Mozian);
No. 67, $210 ($175) (Siegel).
The United States overprints brought
record prices. Some examples are: Nos. 7081, $110 ($103) (Mozian); No. 73, 2 plate
blocks of 6, $75 ($50) (Siegel); No. 86a,

Small die proof in normal color on India paper.

(2)

No. Cl7P2
Small die proof in normal color on India paper.

(2)

No. Cl8P2
Small die proof in normal color on India paper.

(2)

No. Cl9PI
Large die proof in normal color on India paper.

(1)

No. C19P2
Small die proof in normal color on India paper.

(2)

No. C20P2
Small die proof in normal color on India paper.

Nos. COIP-C07P;

(2)

COl4P

Proof of OFFICIAL PANAMA CANAL overprint.
a. Imperforate, on brown or tan tissue paper.
b. Perforate 12l;2, on stamp paper. (150)

Nos. OIP.02P;

(100)

04P-07P; 09P

Proof of OFFICIAL PANAMA CANAL overprint, imperforate, on tissue paper.

(100)

Precancel proof
Proof of CRISTOBAL, CANAL ZONE precancel on tan and brown tissue paper, 1952 and
1955 printings, imperforate. (200)

Booklet Panes
More complete details on the booklet panes are given in the article "Canal Zone Booklets" by Col. James T. DeVoss which appears in the Canal Zone Study Group Handbook
No.2.
Seven different styles have been used for the design and type on the booklet covers:
A. ISTHMIAN CANAL COMMISSION at top of cover; B. ISTHMIAN CANAL COMMISSION at top of cover in taller and more condensed type than used for A and willi larger
numerals indicating tl1e value of booklet; C. THE PANAMA CANAL at top and plain
double circle at left with CANAL ZONE POSTAL SYSTEM witl1in circle; D. THE PANAMA CANAL at top and ornate circle on rectangle at left willi CANAL ZONE POSTAL
SYSTEM; E. THE PANAMA CANAL in semicircle at top and ornate circle on irregular
figure at left witl1 CANAL ZONE POSTAL SYSTEM; F. Same as E except much larger
space between left ornament and printing at right and with both printing and ornament
smaller; G. 'Seal of the Canal Zone at left with wording SEAL OF THE CANAL ZONE
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ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and words THIS BOOK CONTAINS on first line at right; H.
Seal of the Canal Zone at left on large rectangle with curved comers and C. Z. AIRMAIL
on first line at right.

One Cent, No. 31c
Handmade booklet pane of six, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped. Type
I overprint with 10 mm spacing; received January 30, 1912; total issued: 126,000 panes
(31,500 booklets) (estimate).
Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style B on lemon stock.
2. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style B on pink stock.
3. Spacing varieties: 9¥.J mm.
10% mm.

Two Cents, No. 32c
Handmade booklet pane of six, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped. Type
I overprint with 812 mm spacing; received November 20, 1911: 5,908 booklets with 2
panes and cover style A and 3;696 booklets with 4 panes and cover style A; received February 9, 1912: 17,136 booklets (estimate) with 2 panes and cover style B; received April 24,
1912: 12,082 booklets (estimate) with 4 panes and cover style B, total issued: 109,200 panes
(38,822 booklets). (estimate).
Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 2 panes, cover style A on tan stock. (5,908 booklets).
2. Complete booklet with 4 panes, cover style A on salmon stock. (3,696 booklets).
3. Complete booklet with 2 panes, cover style B on tan stock. (17,136 bookletsestimate)
4. Complete booklet with 4 panes, cover style B on salmon stock. (12,082 booklets-estimate)
5. Complete booklet with 4 panes, cover style B on salmon stock, but cover
marked as 1¢ booklet.
6. Spacing varieties: 9 mm

9;2mm.
One Cent, No. 38c
Handmade booklet pane of six, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped. Type
II overprint with 93,4mm spacing; basic stamps received July 2, 1913; total issued: 119,000
panes (29,750 booklets).
Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style B on pink stock. (5,250 bookletsestimate)
2. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style C on pink stock. (24,500 booklets)

in sheet of 100, $230 ($273) (Schiff); No.
87a, in sheet of 100, $1600 ($2334)
(Schiff); No. 94, block of 4, $180' ($210)
(Mozian); No. 95, $80 ($97) (Mozian).
The famous Thatcher bridge error, No.
157a, brought $2500 ( $2000) (Siegel).
Other realizations include: Nos. Cl-47, $70
($106) (Siegel); Nos. C08-12, used, $260
( $240) (Siegel); No. J3, $60 ($75) (Mozian); No. Jl2-14, $80 ($72) (Mozian);
No. UX8, background only, $850 (Siegel).
Among covers: Nos. C21-31 on FDC,
$50 (Harmer, Rooke); 1918 cover first
ocean to ocean air mail, $38 (Siegel); May
2, 1936 Zeppelin cover from Cristobal to
Lakehurst to Germany, $210 (Harmer,
Rooke).
A well advertised auction offered a block
of 4 of No. 18b with each of the 4 stamps
the error. Since the error only occurs once
in each half sheet, such a block is impossible. It was actually only a block of 4 of
the normal No. 20. Both Nos. 18 and 20
have the period after cts. They are distinguished by the different type face., as illustrated in the Scott catalogue.
Please let us know whether you like the
new arrangement of this column. Also we
would like to know whether this column is
of interest to our members, as we have had
no comments whatsoever about it for many
years.

London Reports

Dr. G. A. Ch~:lt!e of London, England
recently joined the CZSG and also purchased
the various back numbers of our journal.
He has beim doing his homework in a manner that should put all of us into dunce
Two Cents, No. 39f
Handmade booklet pane of six, perforated margins with one or more usually clipped. Type caps. Take a look at Vol. 8, p. 27 (1970)
II overprint with 8lh or 9;4 mm spacing; basic stamps received July 2, 1913: 24,500 book- and note the caption under the pictured
Panama Rail Road Company cover with the
lets (estimate) with 2 panes and cover style Band 14,000 booklets (estimate) with 4 panes
RPR 2¢ perlin. It reads "United States No.
and cover style B; received July 29, 1914; 27,300 booklets with 2 panes and cover style C 425 with RPR perlin on cover".
and 10,500 booklets with 4 panes and cover style C; total issued: 201,600 panes (76,300
Now consult your Scott catalog and combooklets). (estimate)
pare
the issue date of No. 425 (Sept. 5,
a. Booklet pane with inverted center and inverted overprint, reading down.
1914) with the postmark date on the cover
Other varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style B on tan stock, 8¥.J mm spacing. (May 17, 1912). Dr. Cheatle is of the
2. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style B on blue stock, 8lh mm spacing. opinion that Scott No. 406 (issued Feb. 12,
3. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style B on blue stock, 9;4 mm spacing. 1912) would be a more likely candidate.
However, Scott No. 406 is not included in
4. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style B on salmon stock, 8lh mm spacthe list of RPR perlins on page 28 and as he
ing.
5. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style C on blue stock, 9;4 mm spacing. has a copy of the 406 with RPR perlin, he
suggests that the Scott No. 416 which is
(27,300 booklets)
6. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style C; color of cover unknown as no in the list is probably a typographical error,
especially as 416 is a 1O¢denomination!
copy of complete booklet has been reported, 9;4 mm spacing. (10,500 bookWe wish to thank Dr. Cheatle Jor his
lets)
excellent
sleuthing and hope that his Sher7. Spacing variety: 9 mm.
lockian
methods
don't unearth too many
One Cent, No. 38b
more "embarrassing moments".
Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type II overprint with 7% mm spacing; issued
-Richard Salz
about August, 1916; total issued: 120,000 panes (30,000 booklets).
Varieties:
Palindrome
1. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style D on light pink stock.
2. Spacing variety: 7 mm.
A palindrome is a phrase that has the
letters in the same order whether they are
Two Cents, No. 39c
Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type II overprint with 7% mm spacing; issued read from left to right or from right to left.
Richard Salz sends us a palindrome by Leigh
about August, 1916; total issued: 200,000 panes (80,000 booklets).
Mercer, the London puzzle expert. It is: "A
(Continued on page 12)
man, a plan, a canal-Panama".
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No. }20b
We have asked several times in our journal whether any member could report a
copy of No. J20b, the rose red shade. Finally
a new member, Howard G. DeVoe, has
shown us a used example which appears to
be in this shade. Thus this stamp does exist
and is well worth searching for, as it is
quite scarce. Who can first report an unused
example of this shade?

11¢ Air Mail Envelopes
Several members have inquired about the
tagging on the 11¢ air mail envelopes. James
Brumbaugh advises that all 6% size 11¢
air mail envelopes were printed with a
red phosphor tag ink, but that there is no
tag in the red or blue border diamonds. On
the other hand all 10 size 11¢ air mail envelopes are printed with regular ink, but the
red diamonds have a tag. These two different varieties are listed for the first time in
the 1973 Scott catalogue.

Does Scott No. 97c Exist?
The Scott catalogue lists the 2¢ Perf. 10
rotary press printing with the CANAL
only error (No. 97c) and states that 10
copies exist. We can find no record that this
stamp has ever been sold nor does an example exist in any of a number of the
larger Canal Zone collections. We wonder
if this could have been confused with the
same error on No. 84 when it was listed.
Can any member definitely report the existence of this crror to your Editor?

Type I Five Cents

Detailed List (Continued

from page 11)

Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style D on gray stock. (60,000 booklets)
2. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style D on salmon stock. (20,000 booklets)

One Cent, No. 52b
Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type IV overprint with 9 mm spacing; issued
March 8, 1918; total issued: 60,000 panes (15,000 booklets).
a. Left vertical row of 3 without overprint.
b. Right vertical row of 3 with double overprint.
Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style D on light pink stock.
2. Spacing varieties: 8 mm.
8:14mm.

Two Cents, No. 53c
Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type IV overprint with 9 mm spacing: issued
March 8, 1918 (eight months before sheet stamps in this type); total issued: 60,000 panes
(15,000 booklets).
a. Left vertical row of 3 without overprint.
Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style D on gray stock.
2. Spacing varieties: 8 mm.
8:14mm.

One Cent, No. 55e
Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type V overprint with 9 - 9¥.l mm spacing; received March 22, 1921; total issued: 100,000 panes (25,000 booklets).
Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style D on light pink stock.
2. Spacing varieties: 8 mm
8%mm.

Two Cents, No. 56g
Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type V overprint with 9 - 9% mm spacing; received August, 1920; total issued: 240,000 panes (110,000 booklets).
Varieties:
1. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style D on gray stock. (100,000 book
lets)
2. Complete booklet with 4 pan'es; cover style D probably on salmon stock (no
complete booklet has been reported). (10,000 booklets)
3. Spacing varieties: 8 mm.

The Scott catalogue states that the 9:14
mm spacing between CANAL and ZONE
on the 5¢ Type I of 1909, No. 33, is "fairly
812 mm.
common in singles". Your Editor has never
seen a copy of this and he has checked sev- One Cent, No. 60b
eral of the larger collections. This spacing Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type V overprint with 8~ mm spacing; issued
1921; total issued: 40,000 panes (10,000 booklets).
does exist on the 2¢ Type I and logically September,
Varieties:
should exist on the 5¢ which was supposedly
1. Complete booklet with 4 panes; cover style D on pink stock.
printed at the same time. Can any member
report a copy of this stamp to your Editor? Two Cents, No. 61£

Early Date for No. UX2
Michael Demski reports that he has a
copy of UP55 No. 57 (Scott No. UX2)
which is postmarked June 7, 1911. He
would like to know if any member can report an earlier date.

Coins of Panama
The book "Coins and Currency of Panama" by Capt. Julius Grigore, Jr. has recently been published. This book tells the
history and legislative background of the
Republic of Panama. It also gives the story
of the various issues of coins and currency
including the world's smallest silver coin,
"The Panama Pill", so named because it
could be swallowed to prevent being
stolen. The book is priced at $6.50 and can
be obtained from your hobby dealer or the
publisher: Krause Publication, lola, Wis.
54945.

Booklet pane of six, imperforate margins. Type V overprint with 9~ mm spacing; issued
September, 1921; total issued: 50,000 panes (25,000 booklets).
Variety:
1. Complete booklet with 2 panes; cover style D on light blue stock.
(Continued

Revenue Stamps
Until quite recently all of the meter liquor tax stamps used on liquor sold in the
Canal Zone were of the $1 denomination.
These are No.4 in our list of these stamps
in Vol. 7, p. 36 (1971). A number of other
denominations have appeared recently. One
is marked 00. These are for bottles used at
the United States Embassy. These stamps
are affixed to show that the bottle was not
sold, but was obtained legally in the Embassy. No tax is paid on these bottles,
hence the zero denomination.
Denominations of $2, $3, and $4 have
also appeared. At first these were very
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in next issue)

puzzling and seemed to be errors. However, the explanation can now be pieced
together. The $1 tax was collected as required by the Law 81 of 1961. Recently
Panama has unilaterally amended this decree with Law No. 2 of Dec. 7, 1972. This
new law increases the tax on imported liquor sold in the Canal Zone to $2.00 for
bottles up to 900 cc (1 quart), $3.00 for
bottles from 900 to 1,800 cc (1 quart to
one-half gallon), and $4.00 for bottles over
1,800 cc (over one-half gallon). The purpose of the new law is obviously to equalize prices between the clubs in the Canal
Zone and the liquor stores in Panama. Previously liquor was considerably cheaper in

the Canal Zone than in Panama or even
the United States. Now prices are nearly
the same in all three places.
Our listing of these revenue stamps will
have to be revised. A new listing will appear
shortly in our Check List.

Overprinted U. S. Issues
By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued trom page 5)

We inadvertently omitted discussion of
one of the major errors in this series in our
previous columns. This is Scott No. 100a,
vertical pair, one without overprint. This is
shown in Figure 1. The overprint on one
sheet was shifted up by one stamp so that
the lower horizontal row is completely
without overprint. The plate number of this
sheet was 18730. Only ten copies exist of
this error.

15¢ Plate Numbers

In an article in the Weekly Philatelic
Gossip in 1937, Cadbury reports that Scott
No. 90, 15ll', exists with plate numbers
19140, 19141, 19142, 19462. We do not
believe that these numbers actually exist,
but would appreciate it if members would
check their collections. These numbers
probably belonged to the fourth printing
of this stamp which is believed to have
been entirely destroyed.

Figure 1. No. 100a. Overprint omitted.

ZONE Inverted Error
The ZONE i.!lvertederror, Scott No. 71b,
occurs in Pos. 30 of the LL pane on some
sheets only. The error was corrected during
the printing of the overprint. Some interesting background material is contained in
the following letter dated March 22, 1926.
The author and recipient wish to remain
anonymous, but wanted to make this information available to collectors.
"It was possible to definitely establish the
fact that the error was confined: a. To the

CANAL ZONE STUDY GROUP
Treasurer's'Report

initial supply of 1¢ stamps sent to the Zone
a:1d when the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing was rushing the order. (First
placed on sale July 1, 1924). b. That error
was confined to 4 Plates: 15334, 15358,
15359, 15437. c. That error occurred only
in lower left pane from the original sheets
of 400. d. That error was not constant in
these sheets and panes but positive evidence
of its early correction was established as
will appear later.
"The first known appearance of this error
was sold in a bunch of ones for Christmas
cards in Dec., 1924. This was obtained by
a local Collector, a Spaniard who said noth-"
ing about it for several months but who
showed it to me then and at that time I
considered it absolutely unique as an intimate inspection of my stock, (then with
the higher plate numbers indicating the first
issued from Washington exhausted), failed
to show any error and I assumed that if
there had been any more they were long
since exhausted.
"However it later developed that the
Ancon Postoffice had received a stock of
ones from the Collector which carried some
of these errors and a collector immediately
went there and purchased 5 sheets, each of
which carried the error, these bore (as I
now remember) the Ancon Postoffice number 73 to 77. To explain the significance of
this, our stock of ones, twos and the lower
denominations are issued us in blocks of
(Continued

on page 16)

For Calendm' Year 1972

Cash in Bank, January 1, 1972
Add: Receipts
Dues Collected
Profit on Mail Sale (See Note 1 below)
Advertising in "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Sales of Publications
Interest on Savings Account
Total Receipts
Total
Less: Disbursements
Printing of "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Printing and Mailing of Membership List
Expenses of Officers
Editor's Expenses
Donation to American Philatelic Research Library
Printing of Stationery
Miscellaneous

$2,356.65
$1,850.00
897.27
134.50
134.38
115.69

CANAL ZONE
Air Mail Booklet Panes
3,131.84
5,488.49

987.30
156.12
149.47
56.16
50.00
44.85
16.40

Total Disbursements

1,460.30
$4,028.19

Cash in Bank, December 31, 1972
The foregoing balance consisted of the following:
Cash in Savings Account
Reserved for Publication Fund, per action of the Executive
Committee and the Board of Directors
Unrestricted Amount
Total
Cash in Checking Account
Total, as above

The 1O¢ and IH airmails come with
marginal slugs of three types; a thin
black line, a wide block in black, and a
large block in the color of the stamp.
These have been rather difficult to find,
but we have located a supply and offer
them as follows:
3 panes, each with a different slug,
lOll' orange and black
11¢ olive and black

$2,000.00
651.72
2,651.72
1,376.47
$4,028.19

$5.00
5.00

Plain pane 10¢ orange & black

.60

Plain pane 11¢ olive & black

.65

Notes:
---,

The following is a summary of the net profit from Mail Sale #1:
Lots Sold
Less: Payments to Sellers

$10,621.75
9,347.14

@ 12%
CZSGCommission
Less: Printing, Postage, and Other Expenses
Net Profit

1,274.61
377.34
$

897.27

• As of December 31, 1972, all bills for 1972 were paid.
WILLIAM
Treasurer
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R. KUTTNER

Edgewood Stamp Company
Boynton Beach

Florida 33435

--- --~~.-

Second Time Around (Continued from page 9)

---

Concerning the operation of the machine,
etc., I quote from a letter of Mr. R. K.
Morris, Storekeeper at Balboa, under date
of May 18th:
"The operation consists of one downward movement of a lever handle. Five
perforations are accomplished in one operation, but ten perforations are made in one
operation by folding a sheet of 10 in the
center, back to back, and placing in the
machine vertically. This accounts for the
"P" appearing in two different directions.
The 10 cent stamps being larger it is possible to place four only in the machine at
one time. Five perforations are accomplished
at once by using a sheet of five stamps and
folding over the end one.
The first perforations were made in
March, 1915.
Stamps perforated:-l
cent (Sc. 38)
3057, 2 cent (Sc. 39) 2694, 5 cent (Sc. 40)
178, 10 cent (Sc. 37) 365. None of the large
Jew stamps have been perforated."
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The stamps are torn in strips of 10 and
then perforated as stated above but the
first stamps I saw were full sheets with only
the 5th and 6th vertical rows tete-beche but
it was evidently found more convenient to
handle the strips.
As the date is not given, I presume no
record was kept.
The letter above referred to is in reply
to mine of the same date, asking various
questions concerning the machine and the
stamps.
You will note that I have termed these
stamps "Officials" which will undoubtedly
be challenged by some one, but I do not
see just what other status they can have. I
have read at different times that the "O.B."
stamps of the Philippines are not officials
because the surcharge was applied after the
stamps had left the post office but in the
case of the Zone stamps, this point does not
apply for the very simple reason that the
stamps were never inside of a post office.
They were issued to the Storekeeper for reissue to departments requisitioning same and
are kept in stock and handled just the same
as lumber, cement, paint and other materials. The storekeeper gets the stamps
from the Collector of the Panama Canal
who holds the stock of stamps for issue to
the Postmasters and the Storekeeper. These
stamps, therefore are perforated before they
are issued for actual use and I believe
should be considered "Officials".
These stamps are for use on mail that
Cal1.11Ot
be franked such as mail to Europe,
West Indies, South and Central America,
etc., and therefore their use is rather limited
and they will undoubtedly be hard to get.
Respectfully,
/s/ Frank E. Greene
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone
c/o Auditor, Panama Canal.

Postal Stationery Varieties
By Gilbert N. Plass
Although Canal Zone postage stamps
were first issued in 1904 and postal cards in
1907, stamped envelopes were not issued
until 1916. The 1¢ and 2¢ envelopes are
exact copies of the current stamp designs,
printed by lithography by the American
Bank Note Co. While the postage stamps
had the CANAL ZONE overprint added
as a separate operation, the words CANAL
ZONE were made an integral part of the
die of the head of Balboa and Cordoba.
Thus only two runs through the press were
necessary. The first run printed the colored
frame and the second printed the head together with the words CANAL ZONE
These words are always in the same relative position to the head, no matter how
the head may be shifted with respect to
the frame. One wonders why the same
scheme was not used for the postage stamps.
Several errors are known of this first
issue. In Figure 1 we show Scott No. Ula,
head and overprint only. There is no trace
of the frame on the envelope on the right;

Figure 1. No. Ula. Head and overprint
only.
slight traces of the frame can be seen on
the envelope on the left including a partially
printed lower left border.
This envelope is also known with only
the frame printed, No. Ulb. This error is
shown in Figure 2. This error is extremely

Figure 6. Head and frame badly registered.

Figure 7. No. U5 used on Nov. 26, 1924.
Figure 4.

No. U2d. Frame double.

Figure 2. No. tJIb. Frame only.
scarce and is rnuchharder to finITrIian the other errors of the first envelope issue.
There was no copy of it in the Conger,
Coveleski; or Justi collections, nor in any
New York auction of the past decade.
The corresponding errors for the 2¢ envelope are shown in Figure 3. No. U2b,
Figure 5.

No. U2. Two stamps on envelope
back.

were first printed in large sheets and then
cut apart into separate envelopes. In this
case the cutting was considerably off center with this result.
Examples of the 2¢ envelope may be
found with the head and frame badly centered with respect to each other. Some examples of this are shown in Figure 6. In
some cases the head is completely outside
Figure 3. Nos. U2b (left) and U2c (right). of the frame! Usually the head seems to be
head and overprint only, is on the left and more accurately placed with respect to the
No. U2c, frame only in on the right. Both envelope comer than the frame.
of these examples are used, No. U2b in
Both Canal Zone overprints on United
1919 and No. U2c in 1924. In both cases States and on Panama stamps were valid
they were accepted for postage without any for postage from July 1, 1924 to Aug. 31,
due markings.
1924. Covers with mixed franking of these
The 2¢ value is also known with the two issues are rare (see Canal Zone Philaframe double, No. U2d. This is shown in telist, Va. 4, p. 28, 1968). However PanFigure 4. In most examples of this error ama envelopes and postal cards overprinted
the second frame is both light and blurred. CANAL ZONE and comer card (on enSeveral other interesting varieties exist velopes) or message (on postal cards) adof the 2¢ envelope. One is shown in Figure ded by the purchaser were valid for postage
5. There is no stamp on the front of this indefinitely. An example of a mixed frankenvelope, but rather almost two complete ing used at a later date is shown in Figstamps on the back side! This envelope ure 7. This registered cover was mailed in
would seem to show that these envelopes Balboa on Nov. 7, 1924 and is backstamped
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in London. England on Nov. 26, 1924. It
has both the Panama overprinted envelope
No. U5 plus the 1924 United States overprinted stamps. Examples of Panama overprinted postal stationery are known used as
late as September, 1~26.
The 'registration envelopes of the Canal
Zone have been discussed at length in Vol.
5, p. 25 (1969). Figures 9 and 10 of that
article show a 10<1'registration envelope
which was received on Dec. 8, 1920, but
never placed in use. This envelope differs
from Scott No. UFI in that it has DIEZ
CENTESIMOS at the bottom, the figures
10 on either side in the center of each
margin, a thinner R in the center, and the
words CANAL ZONE printed between the
Rand 10. Only two unused and one used
example of this envelope have been reported. The Canal Zone authorities decided that they did not wish to continue
using special registration envelopes and returned most of these to Panama. Panama
decided to use these envelopes themselves
rather than to waste them. However, their
registration rate was 5c and so they surcharged the stamp with 5 on each side and
three black bars which obliterated the 10
and DIEZ as well as CANAL ZONE. This
Panama registration envelope is shown in
Figure 8. It should be stressed that this
envelope was only available for postage
in Panama, but it is often included in
Canal Zone collections, since the envelope
was originally printed for use in the Canal
Zone.
Next let us discuss some errors and varieties of the postal card issues. The first
issue of 1907 consisted of a Panama postal
card lithographed by the American Bank
(Continued

on page 16)

Postal Stationery (Continued

from page 15)

etirar eI contenido cOrtese Ia cu
60bre la linea roja.

Figu~e 8. Panama registration envelope.
Note Co. and then surcharged by the
Isthmian Canal Commission. Copies of Nos.
UXla and UXle with the double surcharge are illustrated and discussed in Vol.
6, p. 29 (1970). Two different printings
of this card are distinguished by a 13 mm
or 15 mm long CANAL.
The next postal card lithographed by the
Hamilton Bank Note Co. reproduces the
design of the 1907 1(~ postage stamp. It
was overprinted by the Panama Canal Press
at !\lount Hope. There were 7 different
sued from 1908 to 1912. These can all be
readily distinguished by the differences
given in the USPS catalogue. \Ve have previously shown and discussed in Vol. 4, p.
21 (1968) the only known copy of No.
UX2e, with the overprint reading up ZOl'lE
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from
Field Ancon
were sold
and to14Colman
of those
in from
Washintton,
Frflnce
the Army Officer pledging not to sell balance but use for exchange only. I retained
four sheets, one of each Plate number for
my own collection and am enclosing them
herewith, of which more later.
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SELLER?

If you intend to purchase - or to offer for sale a
"Specialized" Collection or individual stamps ...
SELECT THE PUBLIC AUCTION

CANAL.

Double overprints are known from several of the printings. A used example from
the first printing of Type I is shown in
Figure 9.

"The fact of the existence of the error is
known to but two or three people locally
and no one else knows of the full circumstances of its discovery. I am quite certain
that the Ancon Postoffice has no idea of
what slipped through their hands but MI.
Colman is of course, cognizant of the full
circumstances.
"In an endeavor to locate any more of
these Plate numbers in some of the other
offices, I learned that Gatun had a stock
of 28 sheets bearing these Plates and I
immediately drove up there, found 28 sheets
with same pane and Plates and all normal
so I am convinced that practically the entire stock available to philatelists is accounted for. This occurred last Fall, have
not the exact dates before me but at all
events it seemed advisable to keep the
matter 'quiet as possible in event some more
showing up but there will be no more now
I am sure as the initial stock from Washington was used up long ago and it is my
guess that the block sent to Ancon was the
last of them.
"That the error slipped by everyone,
(you will note it is very difficult to detect,
the Z and 0 looking about the same inverted as normal), is proven by the fact
that we did, last Fall, occasionally note one
of the inverts paying postage on business
mail from Panama and I was able in this
way to obtain two or three singles and pairs
but unquestionably the most of them are
scattered even1where."

show, by top number, the quantity on
hand).
"At this time the error had not been
n:Jted at Ancon and a few hours later 66
sheets, all then left from the block of 100
sheets at Ancon, were purchased, these
sheets numbered from 1 to 66 (indicating
that sheets 67, 68, 69, 70, 71 and 72 had
been sold through regular channels in the
interim ).
"And now here is the significant thing, of
these 66 sheets, all of lower left pane and
all bearing the 4 plate numbers, sheets Nos.
1 to 14 were normal while Nos. 15 to 66
carried the error which would seem to
indicate that it was right here that the error
was originally discovered and corrected in
the process of printing.
"This then gave 52 sheets with the error
and it is practically certain that the balance
from this stock at Ancon were used through
regular course of business and none available to collectors.
"Further investigation developed a stock
of about 34 sheets at France Field Postoffice which were acquired jointly by an
Army Officer Collector and myself.
I
"Now as to disposition, the 52 sheets
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Figure 9.

No. UX2a. Type I.
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